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With the rapid development of the Internet, the information on the Internet presents an explosive growth. Cloud computing and
big data analysis technology based on Internet information rise accordingly. However, all web pages contain not only important
information but also the noise information irrelevant to the subject information.�ey seriously a�ect the accuracy of information
extraction, so the research of web page information extraction technology arises at the historic moment and becomes the research
hotspot. �e quality of web page text information will directly a�ect the accuracy of later information processing and decision-
making. If we can accurately evaluate the information of the web pages captured from the Internet and classify the extracted web
pages according to the corresponding characteristics, we can not only improve the e�ciency of information processing, but also
improve the practical value of the information decision-making system. From the practical application requirements and user-
friendly operation point of view, the information visualization of web design based on big data is studied in this paper. Speci�cally,
the system designed in this paper improves the traditional template-based web information extraction method, establishes a web
information extraction rule scheme combined with templates, and achieves the goal of web information extraction rule selection
and template generation in the visual environment. Finally, the visualization algorithm based on T-SNE veri�es the e�ectiveness
of the web page information visualization algorithm designed in this paper.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet, the Internet has
become the largest source of all parties to obtain the required
data information. It is becoming increasingly common to
search and �nd information or data using the Internet, in the
meantime, to meet user needs.�e Internet is also exploding
in size and data. However, there is a lack of e�ective data
organization form for the result data extracted from the
existing web page information, which leads to the disordered
data, no standard data format or organizational norms, and
poor usability in the secondary utilization or analysis of data
extracted from the result [1].

On the other hand, the main data information of web
pages in the Internet is usually accompanied by more noise
or interference information, such as advertising

information, navigation information, and copyright infor-
mation. Although the noise information plays a certain role
in web pages, it is useless for important information ex-
traction, which seriously interferes with and a�ects the
accuracy of web page replaying information extraction. How
to distinguish useful information from irrelevant informa-
tion in web pages more accurately is very important and has
become an important guarantee for the accuracy of data
information extraction. In today’s world, in the era of big
data, the e�ective target information for economic devel-
opment and social progress is playing a more and more
important role; natural language as human communication
is the most direct, the most commonly used, and the most
convenient tool of information, applied to various life
scenes, anytime and anywhere in the Internet technology.
Application of mature and deep, increasingly huge amounts
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of information in the form of electronic documents
appeared in front of people; excessive information growth
also brought many negative effects.

Information retrieval technology is closely related to
information extraction technology. Information retrieval
technology only retrieves pointers of relevant documents
through statistics and keyword matching technology,
without really understanding the content of the documents,
and the documents retrieved are just a pile of related words.
Information extraction technology makes use of massive
data and supplements and improves information retrieval
and other information acquisition means from the per-
spective of satisfying users’ information needs. From the
engineering point of view, information extraction technol-
ogy realizes the automatic search, understanding, and ex-
traction of massive information.*is technology will play an
important role in promoting information collection, sci-
entific and technological literature monitoring, medical care
services, business information acquisition, and other fields
[3].

Visualization was first created in 1989 by Stuart Cadjok
McKinley and George Robertson. Initially, information vi-
sualization is to help the audience understand the content
based on text and data and apply visual elements with
beautification effect. In this process, its charm has become
not only a means of recording information, but also an
effective tool to enhance the depth and interest of knowledge
and information. Although the research on information
visualization has been more than ten years, as an interdis-
ciplinary field with a long history, information visualization
has led a new research boom inmodern user interface design
in recent years and has been widely used in mathematics,
statistics, computer science, and other related fields. With
the popularization of computers and mobile devices, the
network, as a fast and extensive platform, enables the dis-
semination of information to break through the limitation of
time and space and has more forms of expression. A lot of
information data at an astonishing amount and speed is in
front of people, a flat surface is different from the past
traditional static information visualization, web page ap-
pears more intuitive interactive information visualization
through clear visual interface, and the interaction between
people and information way has become a new trend of
development of conveying abstract information. *e col-
lection of dynamic visualizations, graphics, and interactive
technologies that make complex information data less
mysterious and accessible to most people continues to be
explored, according to a 1999 report by Stuart Card, in-
formation visualization, which started in the 1990s. It ac-
tually comes from several other intersecting fields:
information graphics statistics computer science user in-
teraction, etc. [4].

At the same time, it is necessary to timely understand the
market situation, monitor competitors, and forecast the
development trend of the industry, so as to make correct
analysis and decisions and improve the core competitive-
ness. One of the effective means to achieve this goal is to
establish perfect, accurate, and efficient information visual
system. Both mechanism modeling and data modeling have

advantages and disadvantages. In the context of big data era,
sufficient prior knowledge of the target system can be ob-
tained through data modeling, and then the mechanism
modeling of the target system can avoid the discrepancy
between the mechanism model and the actual situation to a
certain extent. Data modeling and mechanism modeling are
compared in Figure 1 from which we know that the two
modeling methods can construct the information system
well; each module in Figure 1 is correlated and provides a
feedback of making the whole system work and run
automatically.

*erefore, if the web pages captured from the Internet
cannot be timely and effectively extracted and classified as
target information, this will mainly bring three disadvan-
tages: a massive amount of web information will greatly
increase the storage burden of the system to capture back
intelligence information. *e massive amount of web in-
formation will bring great inconvenience to the follow-up
and related information processing and other related work,
even impossible to complete. *ree massive web informa-
tion will continue to make enterprise users still lost in the
vast ocean of information; it is difficult to find information
related to their own, even if they were lucky to get it [8–10].
*e research of this paper can explore the characteristics and
design principles of interactive information visualization
under the background of the information age, try to find
more accurate and vivid visual language and communication
methods, and add some content to the existing research
theories. It provides some reference for information visu-
alization designers to study and develop interactive infor-
mation visual interface design from a more comprehensive
perspective. Although some well-known websites and social
media have begun to apply information visualization to
redesign information data, most of them just stay at a simple
and boring level, which also causes the lack of information
visualization talents. *is paper summarizes the principles
and methods of information visualization design as well as
the development trend in the future and plays a certain
guiding role in the practical application of interactive in-
formation visualization in web pages and the expansion of
diversified information transmission ways [11].

2. Related Work

Due to the diversity of information type W and data
structure, how to generalize data information in an all-round
way is a difficult problem. *erefore, a data organization
concept, called metadata, has gradually come into being
[12, 13]. A popular definition of metadata is structured data
that describes the characteristics and attributes of a resource
such as data or information. However, the application of
metadata is mainly in the field of library science, especially in
domestic research. As an important way of information
organization, metadata began to play a huge role in various
fields after the emergence of various standards. In the ed-
ucational resource organization, a metadata about learning
objects was designed to encapsulate the correlation between
educational resources in this learning object. *e framework
of educational resources is established based on metadata so
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that all educational resources can be organized and reused.
In the field of e-government, researchers integrate the in-
formation and services of government with the classification
structure named faceted metadata in order to help gov-
ernment agencies to realize the interconnection between
different departments and unified server architecture
management [14].

Information extraction originates from text under-
standing. *e earliest research on obtaining structured in-
formation from unstructured natural texts can be traced
back to the mid-1960s, W’s Linguistic String project of New
York University and Ye Represented by the University of
Roux’s FRUMP project. *e research focused on extracting
formatting information from medical reports and extracting
information from news reports and continued into the
1980s. *e research on information extraction technology
based on Chinese started relatively late [15, 16]. Due to the
huge difference between Chinese and western alphabetic
characters, the research on Chinese information extraction
makes slow progress. In the early stage, the work mainly
focuses on Chinese named entity recognition, and, on this
basis, it has moved to a higher stage, such as common
reference digestion extraction event extraction. It can be
seen that although a nearly blank information extraction
system has not yet appeared, in recent years the field of
information extraction has shown a more active trend, and
some new developments have been made in both theory and
application [17].

In the 21st century, with the rapid development of the
Internet, the field of information extraction begins to de-
velop to the field of web information extraction. HTML tags
have no real semantic meaning [18]. *e method based on
D0M tree structure makes common similarity calculation
and other operations on the label D0M tree of a large
number of sample web pages, so as to summarize the
structural features of the parts to be extracted, form rules,

and carry out extraction. *e template-based extraction
method, through the comparison and analysis of the web
pages generated from the same template, always produces a
set of general extraction templates, which can directly extract
information in practice [19–22].

Information visualization is an interdisciplinary design
category, since the early 1990s into the field of vision,
through the in-depth exploration and display of information
data, so as to draw effective scientific conclusions. It can be
applied to news dissemination knowledge visualization
product design, environmental protection, political educa-
tion, business exchange, entertainment gossip, and other
fields. In recent years, with the deepening of information
visualization research, the research of map information
visualization is also rising. With the rapid development of
computer technology, major map making software has
emerged, such as foreign MapInfo ArcInfo Areview, do-
mestic SuperMap, and GeoStar, all providing mapping
templates for thematic maps. *ese modules are very
powerful and distinctive [23]. Even if the technology is
relatively mature DataV Ali cloud platform, data generated
graphics can achieve brilliant visual effect, but visual forms
are still too single, achieving the goal of the graphical data
expression, but difficult to move users who have deeper
experience, due to the lack of communication and inter-
action between the audience. *erefore, it cannot meet the
current trend of humanized and emotional design [24].

With the development of globalization, the estrangement
between geography, culture, and language is getting smaller
and smaller. People are flooded with a large amount of
information and various digital media, which reduces the
audience’s ability of receiving, selecting, and processing
information [25]. At the same time, when the audience
expects to share concepts and information, a clear way of
visual communication becomes very important. How to
make the information easily conveyed and understood by
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Figure 1: Data modeling and mechanism modeling for the information system.
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users has become the focus of information design.*erefore,
information visualization, a multidisciplinary design field,
arises at the right moment. On a visual level, visualization is
to establish a mental model or mental image of something
[26]. *erefore, visualization is based on people’s cognitive
activities and reunderstanding of information, and it em-
phasizes the transformation of complex and invisible things
into visual ones. Visualization in a broad sense can be di-
vided into scientific computing visualization and informa-
tion visualization according to different application fields
and functions. Scientific computing visualization is widely
used in geography, physics, and medicine, focusing on the
analysis of computational research results [27]. Information
visualization is mainly applied to Internet business, finance,
political relations, entertainment information, and other
fields. With the increase of Internet technology and usage,
people can share and exchange more information. At the
same time, people are not only the recipients of information,
but also the creators of information.*erefore, theremust be
a way of information transmission that can cross the
boundaries of language and culture. *e emergence of in-
formation visualization provides people with a more in-
teresting way to obtain information. When people use it as a
means of communication, it not only changes the meaning
of information dissemination and design language, but also
broadens the possibilities of traditional charts and anno-
tations such as pie charts, line charts, and bar charts [28].

*e generation of information visualization is closely
related to the increasingly serious phenomenon of infor-
mation fatigue. Information fatigue refers to the fact that, in
the process of information transmission, the audience’s
attention is distracted and decreased under the stimulation
of a large amount of information, and the selective reception
mechanism cannot play a normal role [29, 30]. As a result,
the affinity between the audience and information is
gradually reduced until rejection occurs, which eventually
leads to the reduction of the audience’s ability of receiving
information and their ability of processing information and
their motivation to process information, resulting in psy-
chological and physical fatigue. *e emergence and devel-
opment of the Internet, the spread of information, have
broken the traditional media in time and space limitations;
information capacity is unprecedented expansion compared
to text; information visualization is a form of comprehensive
information. A simple list is different from the language; it is
through the various forms of information integration and
the presence of the audience’s mind set-up information
image. Due to the large amount of information, the length of
the interface is also large. At the same time, limited by the
size of the web interface, the form of information trans-
mission is single and fixed, which will cause visual fatigue
and psychological disgust of the audience [31]. To summary
table of vision graphics to showmore abundant information,
under the combination of fun and vitality, help the audience
quickly the hair now and exploration information of data
implies a substantive issues and internal connection and
real-time updating based on dynamic changes in network
interface of interactive information visualization is more
strengthened the users for information content selection

ability and initiative [32]. *erefore, the appearance of
graphic color image as the main form of information vi-
sualization has become a necessity of modern information
transmission.

*e contributions of the paper are given as follows:

(1) *e system designed in this paper improves the
traditional template-based web information extrac-
tion method and establishes a web information ex-
traction rule.

(2) achieves the goal of web information extraction rule
selection and template generation in the visual
environment.

(3) *e visualization algorithm based on T-SNE verifies
the effectiveness of the web page information visu-
alization algorithm designed in this paper.

3. Information Visualization Design for Web

3.1. *e Flow Chart of the Design Method. Information vi-
sualization is an interdisciplinary design field, which mainly
uses graphical image technology and methods to make
graphical summary and visual presentation of large-scale
complex information data more intuitively, helping people
understand and analyze data. Information visualization
technology is more in line with the development trend of the
information age and greatly improves the readability and
appreciation of information data.

*e system structure block diagram of the proposed
method is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen from the figure,
position, hue, transparency, and shape view data are used to
encode category data. *e visual channels of brightness,
saturation, and size are used to encode ordered data.

3.2. t-SNE Visualization Algorithm. Generally speaking,
t-SNE algorithm is improved from SNE. So, it is really good
for visual processing of data because it is embedded in the
framework that we have proposed. SNE uses conditional
probability to describe the similarity between two data
amounts, as follows:

pj\i �
exp − xi − xj

�����

�����
2
/ 2σ2i  

k≠iexp − xi − xk

����
����
2/ 2σ2i  

. (1)

We only care about the similarity between different
pairs; we can also use this conditional probability to define
distance in lower dimensional space:

qj|i �
exp − yi − yj

�����

�����
2

 

k≠iexp − yi − yk

����
����
2

 

. (2)

*e variance in the lower dimensional space is directly
set to

σi �

�
2

√

1
. (3)

*en, in a higher dimensional space, if you take the
conditional probability, you will have a conditional
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probability distribution, and you will also have a condi-
tional probability distribution in the position space. If the
data distribution after dimensionality reduction is the
same as the data distribution in the original high-di-
mensional space, then theoretically these two conditional
probability distributions are the same; then, how do you
measure the di�erence between these two conditional
probability distributions? �e answer is to use k-L di-
vergence (also known as relative entropy), so the objective
function is zero:

C �∑
i

KL Pi
����Qi( ) �∑

i

∑
j

pj|ilog
pj|i
qj|i
. (4)

�rough the above introduction, summarize the
shortcomings of SNE, that is, the complexity of gradient
calculation. �e gradient calculation for the objective
function is as follows. Since the conditional probability is not
equal to 0, a large amount of calculation is required in
gradient calculation:

δC
δyi

� 2∑
j

pj|i − qj|i + pi|j − qi|j( ) yi − yj( ). (5)

In the original SNE, the conditional probability in the high-
dimensional space is not equal to 0 in the low-dimensional
space. �erefore, symmetric SNE is proposed and a more
general joint probability distribution is adopted to replace the
original conditional probability, so that

pij � pji,

qij � qji.
(6)

In short, it is de�ned in lower dimensions:

qij �
exp − yi − yj

�����
�����
2

( )

∑k≠lexp − yk − yl
����

����2( )
. (7)

Of course, we can de�ne it in higher dimensions:

pij �
exp − xi − xj

�����
�����
2
/2σ2( )

∑k≠lexp − xk − xl
����

����2/2σ2( )
. (8)

However, for outliers, we obviously need to obtain a
greater penalty, so the joint probability in higher dimen-
sional space is modi�ed as

pij �
pi|j + pj|i

2
. (9)

�is avoids the outlier problem, where the gradient
becomes

δC
δyi

� 4∑
j

pij − qij( ) yi − yj( ). (10)

�en, we have
zymk(n)
zuKk (n)

� f′ uKk (n)( ),

zuKk (n)
zωjk(n)

� vJj(n).

(11)

Accordingly, there are

zE(n)
zωjk(n)

� −ejk(n) · f′ u
K
k (n)( ) · vJj(n). (12)

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Experimental Results Analysis. Take Figure 3 as an ex-
ample; this is a thematic map of �nding the quietest places in
New York City made by �e New York Times. �ese places
are drawn based on suggestions provided by readers. �e
places with dense blue dots are the quietest corners of the
city. �e purpose is to provide users with a more intuitive
experience of quietness. When the mouse slides to the
corresponding location, there will be the relevant text de-
scription and introduction of the location, as well as the
video shot. In addition to understanding the relevant in-
formation, users can also mark the quiet corner of New York
on the map. �e space is presented in such an interactive
way, which makes it more intuitive and easy to read and
plays a role of low-cost expansion of relevant data. At the
same time, under the operation with a sense of participation,
users can get more fun and improve the sense of
substitution.

Visual channelUnderground
engineering data

Category data

Positon

Hue

Transparency

Shape

Bringhtness

SaturationOrdered data

Visual Coding

Figure 2: System structure block diagram.
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Finding the Quiet City
New York may be noisier than ever

But pockets of peace exist-if you
know where to look. Here are 816 suggestions

posted our readers

Add Your Quite Spot

Brook park

St. John the divine

Peter pan garden 

The frick 

Central park 

High line 

Transmitter park

Elevated acre

Corcna park 

Fort tottan

Figure 3: “Finding the Quietest Place in New York” by �e New York Times.
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Figure 4: Users view the response time and decision time distribution of behaviors. (a) and (b). Depicting the frequency of daily viewing
behavior and forwarding behavior. (c) Depicting the response time approximately following the lognormal distribution. (d) Depicting the
decision time approximately following the power-law distribution when it is more than one hour.
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Figure 6: �e spatial and temporal popularity distribution charts (a), (b), and (c) of di�erent types of web pages, respectively, draw the life
cycle of the cascade scale of the corresponding information cascade tree of the four types of web pages and the box diagram of the
propagation area. �e red circle in the �gure represents the outliers.
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Figure 7: �e relationship between the maximum degrees of nodes involved in forwarding information in the underlying social network
and the scale of cascade.
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Unlike probability, reaction time and decision time are a
distribution rather than a value when grouped by geography
and are closely related to people’s daily habits. It can be seen
from Figures 4(a) and 4(b) that the peak of watching be-
havior and forwarding behavior is around 8: 00 in the
morning and 9: 00 in the evening, which indicates that it is
the time to engage in these activities and match with human
behavior patterns.

For enterprise, therefore, advertising should be con-
centrated in the center of the network and has a huge
amount of connected nodes.

�e daily viewing frequency distribution of four di�erent
types of web pages is shown in Figure 5. From the frequency
of the four kinds of information in Figure 4, it can be seen that
the activities in the daytime are more frequent than the
advertisements at night and the contents watched in the
daytime are roughly the same. For emotional articles, text
checking was more likely to take place between 5 pm and
10 pm, suggesting that people prefer to express their emotions
at night. Holiday greetings are usually given between 8 am and
2 pm, which means that people do not like to give their
blessings between 2 pm and 4 pm. As can be seen from the
above description, human behavior shows obvious sudden-
ness and periodicity, resulting in complex time characteristics
of information transmission.

As can be seen from Figure 6(a), there is no signi�cant
di�erence in topological popularity among the four

categories. Advertising (AD) is more likely to have large
cascades (involving more than 10,000 users) compared with
other categories. As can be seen from Figure 6(b), holiday
greetings (HG) have the smallest life cycle value, followed by
advertising emotional prose (EE) and news bulletin (NB),
suggesting that holiday greetings usually last for a short
period of time, because they are usually spread foronly a few
days before and after the holiday. Figure 6(c) shows the
largest median spread area of emotional prose, which in-
dicates that emotional prose is more easily spread to more
provinces. �e reason for this is that emotional themes are
more likely to break geographical boundaries and resonate
with users in di�erent regions.

Figure 7 shows the maximum cascade scale of nodes
participating in information forwarding in the underlying
social network, which further supports the above explana-
tion that when α� 0, that is, when nodes at a higher height
participate in information forwarding, the cascade scale will
suddenly jump. �erefore, the tail peak in the cascade size
distribution when α� 0 corresponds to the large cascade
caused by the forwarding information of the central node.
On the contrary, when α� 0.8, the increase of cascade size is
relatively stable and continuous.

Curve type refers to the segmentation of pictures and
words on the page as a curve arrangement, or the overall
interface to produce a curve ¬ow of sight guidance; this
layout is full of rhythm of beauty. �e map show in Figure 8

HBO Game of �rones: Locations Guide 

Opening Scene:
Somewhere North of the Wall

Episode 9 lady stark makes a
deal with walder frey

Episode 2/3 ned and daughters
month journey to king landing

Episode 3 Jon Snow arrives
at castle black for wall day 

Episode 1 targaryen siblings
at magister lllyrios

Bear island

�e twins

Mountain
pass 

sunspear

House
martell 

Casterly
rock 

Figure 8: Game of �rones information visualization created by HOB Games Zone.
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shows not only each family’s castle, but also the locations of
some important events in the first quarter, with numbers set
to indicate the locations of the events. As the background
map and route information are all slightly curved, curved
visual segmentation is formed, which makes the whole work
more dynamic and accurate.

5. Conclusions

Due to the rapid development of the Internet and the global
economy brought about by the intelligence, let us with the
accelerating pace of life access information under the
condition of ceaseless overlay, ushered in the map reading
age, because the graphical information performance can
make people more quickly and clearly understand the map
data information as one of the earliest information of im-
ages. In the field of information visualization which has a
wide range of applications, more and more designers tend to
choose maps with geographical characteristics of informa-
tion expression.

Based on the research of information visualization de-
sign in web pages, this paper takes visual presentation as the
basis and interactive experience in web design as the in-
novation point, comprehensively analyzes many practical
cases at home and abroad, deeply excavates the differences
between information visualization based on web design and
traditional communication media, summarizes the design
methods, and puts them into practice. It is hoped that the
combination of big data and interactive experience can
improve the efficiency and quality of information visuali-
zation and provide certain design guidance value for future
information visualization based on web design.
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